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Abstract 
In order to improve the detection efficiency, save manpower, and improve the safety, an 
AGV robot based on ground detection radar is proposed in agriculture, industry, 
construction and military fields. First of all, the design of the car body part of AGV is 
studied, so that AGV can realize the movement of various directions, including front, 
back, and can rotate in place. Its structure is simple, the control movement is flexible, 
and the indoor or outdoor environment can meet the requirements of operation. Then, 
the A connecting device and towing device of the AGV are designed with an encoder to 
calculate the operating angle of the trailer against the AGV body, and the towing device 
is used to install the ground penetrating radar, which is capable of installation as 
required. Finally, the computational analysis of the kinematic models of four-wheel 
drive AGV and AGV with towing device respectively proves that the design of four-wheel 
drive AGV with towing device is feasible. This study provides a reference for the trailer-
type AGV structure design. 
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1. Introduction 

With the rapid development of national transportation, the number and scale of expressways, high-
speed railways and Bridges have become larger and larger. The safety of traffic and road construction 
has become the top priority to ensure the safety of travel of the people. The safety detection of railway 
construction, highway construction, bridge construction and tunnel construction pays great attention 
to the public. Because these bridge deck, road surface is only useful in the case of serious deterioration 
of the road surface, testing personnel through the form of visual inspection, such as cracks, depression, 
etc., inspectors to artificially measure the crack position and crack size. 

The various scenarios described above are examined by trained engineers using very basic detection 
methods, which have their drawbacks. First, it is prone to human error. Second, its accuracy is very 
limited due to the limited visual ability of human inspectors. Third, the full coverage of testing cannot 
be guaranteed. Finally, it is a great waste of manpower and material time. Therefore, we need to use 
more efficient, safe and reliable technical methods to detect them, to improve the safety of people's 
lives. 

Ground exploration radar (GPR) is a kind of active non-invasive nondestructive detection technology 
based on underground electromagnetic wave propagation [1], in a variety of most advanced methods, 
can accurately locate metal and non-metal buried objects (tombs, cultural relics, etc.) and detect the 
object structure (such as concrete structure, asphalt cracks, steel structure, etc.).GPR with its data 
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acquisition speed efficient, penetration, high imaging resolution, nondestructive testing advantages 
of [2], is widely used in municipal engineering facilities (such as urban underground pipeline, cable 
detection, etc.), archaeological tombs, cultural relics, geophysical exploration, building quality 
detection, road and bridge detection (such as railway subgrade, airport runway, highway, bridge, etc.), 
tunnel quality detection, underground target detection classification, etc.[3]. 

2. Literature References 

In order to more efficient and reliable rapid safety testing of buildings, Bridges and other facilities, 
the use of robots and testing equipment for testing has become the focus. In foreign countries, Seung-
bo Shim[4] et al. have proposed an automatic detection system using mobile robots to detect concrete 
cracks in tunnels. In their hungry systems, illuminators are used to distinguish between crack and 
non-crack areas. The development of a mobile robotic hand imaging system for bridge crack detection 
was proposed by Pi-ChengTung[5] et al.The manipulator system is equipped with a binocular charge-
coupled device (CCD) camera.Their system was designed to replace human inspectors. Lee et al [6] 
and Oh et al [7] proposed a bridge detection system consisting of a specially designed automotive, 
robotic mechanism, and automatic crack detection control system. A crack detection robot for bridge 
maintenance was developed by Hung M.La et al.In China, Zhang Xu [9] has proposed a mine 
detection robot that uses robots combined with ground-detection radar for dangerous mine detection 
work.Dai Yi et al. [10] proposed the detection and identification of the cavity in the tube ground 
detection radar robot, the location and size of the suspected cavity is determined by matching the 
cavity reflection pattern. Han Qiang and Huang Yalou [11] analyzed the relationship between the 
length of the connecting rod and the Angle between adjacent cars during the movement of the traction 
mobile robot, and carried out structural optimization to effectively improve the path following ability 
of the robot. Hou Haitao, Qiu Xiong et al. [12] designed the motion chassis of a wheeled robot based 
on a four-wheel drive structure, and constructed the positioning and navigation system of a road 
detection robot based on data fusion of multi-source sensors such as differential GPS, inertial sensors 
and encoders. It can realize autonomous navigation, path planning, and automatic acquisition of road 
surface images and GPR data in the defined detection operation area. 

3. Research Objectives 

Therefore, in order to study the rapid nondestructive detection technology of Gradar, a method uses 
the AGV mobile robot. This method is the combination of robot technology and nondestructive 
detection technology. Using robot as the carrier to drag detection radar for detection to achieve 
efficient, reliable and safe detection. 

4. System of Agv 

4.1 Chassis Design 

The chassis structure of AGV is the top priority of the vehicle and is the bearing platform of all 
hardware systems. It plays a decisive role in the overall performance (including stability, steering and 
operation performance) of AGV. Therefore, the chassis structure design of AGV should be paid 
attention to.AGV belongs to the mobile robot wheeled robot, according to the layout wheel number 
layout, can be divided into three-wheel structure, four-wheel structure and six-wheel structure [11], 
and according to each wheel steering way, the same number of wheel layout is not the same, so that 
the AGV body stability is different. 

The drag load AGV studied in this paper is mainly used in outdoor road, bridge, mud land, as well as 
indoor building environment. In these environment types, the terrain is simple, the roads are stable, 
and a certain weight of ground exploration radar is required, so four-wheel independent differential 
drive is used. Its structure is very simple, it uses four motors to control four wheels, this structure 
does not need specially designed steering mechanism, the four wheel drive structure are the same, 
reducing the complexity and difficulty of design; the motor speed control, depends on the wheels and 
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the same direction. If McNham wheel steering is more, so use ordinary tires for sliding steering. The 
structure of the four-wheel independent differential drive AGV is symmetrical, and its structure 
geometric center is the center of gravity of the AGV, which improves the stability and carrying 
capacity of the AGV car.Although the motor structure of the AGV is synchronous drive, the external 
force of each motor is different when steering, resulting in different loads of each motor. At this time, 
the motor speed response curve will be different, resulting in the speed can not reach the same. 
Therefore, adding the synchronous belt transmission makes the transmission more accurate, and has 
the function of protecting the motor. The AGV structure is shown in Figure 1. 

 

 
1 - Electromotor 2 - Timing belts 3 – Chassis 4 - Wheels 

Figure 1. Body structure of AGV 

4.2 Connecting Device 

The connection between the towing radar device and the AGV is an important structure between the 
two, which needs to meet the motion constraints of the towing radar device relative to the AGV, and 
the encoder installation device is designed to detect the relative angle between the two during 
movement. The connection device can realize the towing device to follow the AGV car, swing, and 
move up and down. As shown in Figure 2, the connection device mainly includes: encoder installation 
part, AGV connection part, and towing device connection part. 

 

 
1- Absolute value encoder 2- Encoder installation sheet 3- Flexible coupling 4- Permanent seat 5- 

coupling shaft 6- Connect the shaft fixed seat 7- AGV batholith 8- Drag the unit connector 9- 
Constraints 10- Activable connectors 

Figure 2. Structure of connecting device 
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The main function of the encoder installation part is to use the encoder to read the angle between the 
two when the AGV drives the towing device. It mainly includes absolute value encoder 1, encoder 
mounting plate 2, elastic coupling 3, and fixed seat 4. The absolute value encoder 1 is fixed above 
the fixed seat 4 through the encoder mounting plate 2; the elastic coupling 3 is placed inside the fixed 
seat 4 with the input terminal connection shaft and the output terminal encoder input shaft. When the 
connection shaft 5 rotates, the output shaft of the absolute value encoder 1 rotates to achieve the 
purpose of reading the angle. 

The main function of the AGV connection part is to connect the single coil absolute value encoder 
part and the towing device part, mainly including the connection shaft 5, the connection shaft holder 
6, and the movable connector 10. Among them, the upper and lower parts of the connection shaft 
fixed seat 6, the lower part of the fixed seat 4, respectively, and the AGV chassis are fixed by stud 
connection. Bearare used to reduce friction between connecting shaft 5 and shaft holder 6. 

The main function of the connection part of the towing device is to connect the towing device part of 
the loading radar. The towing device connector 8, the towing device and the restraint device 9 
respectively use the pin connection, and the restraint member 9 is fixed with the movable connector 
10 through the bolt connection. 

4.3 Drag Device Structure 

Ground exploration radar technology is widely used in nondestructive detection, and has the 
advantages of accuracy, efficiency, non-destructive and speed. Ground exploration radar is the 
electromagnetic wave method [13][14] that detects the target body by transmitting high-frequency 
pulse electromagnetic emission to the target explored underground. Ground exploration radar can be 
divided into two kinds. One is air coupled ground exploration radar, which does not directly fit to the 
ground; the other is contact ground exploration radar. The radar fits directly to the ground for the 
mobile detection using the guide wheel. Because the traditional ground exploration radar conducts 
nondestructive testing, it is often directly connected to the ground exploration radar by one hook end, 
and the other end is connected to the handheld handle to drag by hand. This method of dragging 
ground detection radar is inefficient, a waste of time and manpower, and slow. Therefore, this paper 
designs a towing device suitable for detection in different working environment. As shown in Figure 
3. 

 

 
1- Load the radar frame 2- Guide wheel installation hole 3- Lift table shaft 4- Drag-load unit 

rectangular frame 5- Rotate the rocker 6- Radar fixed plate 7- Cut lift mechanism 8- Connection 
hole 9- wheel 

Figure 3. Structure of towing device 

 

The exploration radar towing device includes a rectangular towing device frame 4 and four wheels 9 
mounted thereon, Can ensure the moving stability of the towing device; A connecting hole 8 for the 
AGV is designed in front of the towing frame 4, Enables the towing device to move with the AGV; 
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Loading radar frame 1 is used to install ground penetrating radar, Frame bottom is hollow, Avoid the 
impact of the bottom material on the detection; The inner wall of the frame has a groove 
corresponding to the shape of the outer wall of the PR instrument, Fiuring the Gradar instrument by 
the groove, Including the fixed and lower limits around the radar, Then, the radar fixing plate 6, the 
edge of the loading radar frame 1, and the upper end of the shear lifting mechanism 7 are connected 
by bolts, The radar fixed plate 6 puts the upper limit of the exploration radar instrument.The shear 
lifting mechanism 7 includes a lifting table shaft 3, a rotary rocker 5, and a shear lifting structure.The 
shaft 3 is located inside the rear end of the rectangular frame 4 of the towing device at the bottom. 
The rotating rocker 5 and the shaft drive thread 1 to 1. Turning the rotating rocker will rotate the shaft, 
and then drive the shear lifting structure to elongate or shorten, and realize the lifting of the ground 
exploration radar according to the actual requirements. 

4.4 AGV Master Plan 

After the above design and analysis, the overall structure of AGV that can perform mobile rapid 
detection is obtained, as shown in Figure 4. 

 

 
Figure 4. General drawing of AGV 

4.5 Analysis of Steering Mode 

If the four wheels have the same speed, The robot does a straight line of motion; If the four wheels 
have different speeds, It produces a steering movement, There must be a center of rotation (ICR in 
Figure 5), The relative motion velocity direction of the four wheels to the ground contact point (point 
A in Figure 5) is shown in the figure, The direction of closing velocity is perpendicular to the segment 
A-ICR segment, The tire can only rotate in the longitudinal split speed direction, Do speed 
decomposition and exercise restraint, There is also a lateral separation velocity along the wheel axis 
(motor axis), Since the different velocity varies of the four tires, So the robot will generate a rotational 
split motion, While the longitudinal division velocity produces the longitudinal division motion, 
Synthetic motion is shown by the robot around the ICR, That is, the steering center of the AGV robot 
is in the geometric center of the car. 

Further analysis shows that the transverse speed is generated by the sliding friction between the tire 
and the ground, and the longitudinal speed is generated by the rolling friction between the tire and 
the ground, so the steering movement is generated by sliding friction. In addition, it is also known 
that the motor output torque drives the wheel rotation, so the rolling friction is actively generated by 
the motor, while the sliding friction is generated passively, due to the inconsistent speed of the four 
wheels. From the Angle of force and moment: due to the four motor output torque is different, lead 
to four tires and contact point with the ground force, although the motor and tire force direction along 
the longitudinal direction, but different size, because the size of the four force, also means that the 
robot cannot smooth linear movement, will certainly produce body deflection, but because the tire 
can only roll, so the steering movement can only rely on sliding. 
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The ICR indicates the center of rotation, and point A indicates the point of tire contact with the 

ground 

Figure 5. Steering analysis diagram 

 

Through the above analysis, four-wheel drive robot is by sliding steering, compared with rolling 
steering, sliding steering friction loss of tires, especially cement such as hard pavement, but four-
wheel drive robot sliding steering way can make it in the outdoor environment (such as earth ground, 
gravel ground) has a great effect, good sports performance, strong grip, can easily over the general 
obstacles. 

5. Establishment of the Kinematic Model 

5.1 Kinematic Model Establishment of 4-WD AGV Robot 

In this paper, the AGV robot with towing device is analyzed and the kinematic model is established, 
as shown in Figure 6: 

 

 
Figure 6. Kinematic model of AGV 

 

The steering center of the four-wheel-drive AGV robot is in the geometric center of the small car. 
The distance between the four wheels of the geometric center and the AGV robot is the same, so the 
motion model can be simplified and equivalent to the motion model of the two-wheel differential 
drive robot, that is, the left and right wheels are at the same speed.The oxy, with the geometric center 
point O as the coordinate origin, established the coordinate system and conducted the kinematic 
analysis; 

The turning radius R of the trolley meets that: 
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V = W × R                                (1) 

 

Car left wheel line speed meets that: 

 

V = W × (R − d )                          (2) 

 

Car right-wheel line speed meets that: 

 

V = W × (R + d )                         (3) 

 

In summary, the line speed of the left and right wheels is: 

 

V =                                (4) 

 

W =                               (5) 

 

The above formula can be used to calculate the overall speed of the AGV trolley and to control the 
movement of the AGV trolley. 

(1) Calculate the overall speed of the AGV trolley. Since the drive wheel of the AGV trolley will be 
equipped with an encoder, the line speed of the drive wheel can be calculated. Since it is known, the 
overall speed of the AGV trolley, that is, the motion speed of the current AGV, can be used for the 
calculation of the AGV trolley odometer. 

(2) Control the movement of the AGV trolley. When we use the speed controller, remote control of 
the AGV car for movement, we need to control the actual overall motion speed of the AGV, that is, 
with the set movement. Therefore, the theoretical speed of the drive wheel can be obtained according 
to the above formula, and then the PID algorithm is used to ensure the accurate rotation of the drive 
wheel. 

5.2 The Kinematic Model of the Trailer AGV Was Established 

The AGV trolley with towing device designed was analyzed and its kinematic model was simplified, 
as shown in Figure 7. 

 

 
Figure 7. Kinematic model of AGV car with Trailer 
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After the above analysis, the AGV four-wheel drive trolley can be simplified as the kinematic model 
of the two-wheel differential drive robot; the control point is (x , y , θ ); the trailer is (x , y , θ ); the 
angle between the AGV trolley and the trailer is.Suppose that the line speed and heading angle speed 
of the AGV trolley are (V , W ).The line speed and heading angle speed of the trailer is (V , W ).After 
analysis, the kinematic relationship [15] [16] of AGV trolley and trailer is: 

 

V = V cosφ + cθ ̇ sinφ                           (6) 

 

W = θ̇ = (V sinφ − cθ ̇ cosφ)                       (7) 

 

c--Length of connecting rod between trailer and AGV trolley (m); 

l--Distance between connection point and trailer rear wheel (m); 

Trailer-type AGV trolley with towing device mainly realizes linear motion and turning motion. When 
making linear movement, the motion trajectory of AGV trolley and trailer coincides, and the control 
of the overall system is the same as the robot control of no trailer; during the turning movement, the 
motion model is studied as shown in the figure: 

 

 
Figure 8. Simplified motion model of turning motion of trailer AGV robot 

 

When the towing device and AGV of a trailer AGV robot with the towing device turn moves, the 
AGV trolley can be regarded as an arc motion around the radius r, and the trailer device can be 
regarded as an arc motion around the radius R. According to the triangle theorem: 

 

R = √r + c − l                                (8) 

 

Available by the theorem analysis: 

When c> l, the motion radius of the towing device is greater than that of the AGV, that is, the towing 
device is running in the outer circle. 

When c <  l and c  ≥  l −  r , the motion radius of the towing device was less than that of the 
AGV, that is, the towing device was running in the inner circle. 

When c = l, the radius of motion of the towing device and the AGV was the same, that is, the 
trajectory of both movements were circular and the trajectory overlapped. 

Because c = l, so R < r.It means that when the AGV trolley turns, the movement radius of the trailer 
is less than its turning movement radius, so the movement of the trailer type AGV trolley is fully 
feasible. 
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5.3 Simulation Experiment 

The path tracking simulation experiment mainly detects whether the trailer can follow the tractor. In 
the simulation experiment, the initial pose of the tractor is set as (0,0), the trailer is set as (0-1), and 
both orientations are 90°. Then, the linear velocity and angular velocity of the robot model are 
accelerated from 0 to the maximum linear velocity and angular velocity, respectively, to complete the 
circular trajectory. As shown in the picture below:  

During the path tracking process of the robot, the motion radius of the tractor increases linearly in the 
starting stage, and the theoretically calculated motion radius of the trailer is 0 according to equations 
(6) and (7) above. Therefore, in the starting stage, the robot moves in a straight line. As shown in 
Figure A, the initial movement of the trailer by 0.5m is in the straight line movement stage. When the 
speed of the robot gradually increases to the maximum stage, the moving radius of the tractor 
increases to a maximum value, and the moving radius of the trailer increases gradually from 0 to a 
maximum value unchanged. As can be seen in Figure A, B and C, the moving radius of the tractor 
and the trailer gradually converges to a maximum value. The simulation results show that the towed 
AGV system has good convergence and can complete the function of trajectory tracking. 

 

 
a                           b 

 
c 

Figure 9. Result of simulation experiment 

6. Conclusion 

In view of the non-destructive detection technology widely used in agriculture, industry, construction 
and military, the four-wheel drive AGV trolley with a towing device, which provides the moving 
power of the towing device, and fixed the ground detection radar. In this paper, the vehicle part of 
AGV is designed and studied, so that AGV can realize the movement of front, back, right, and rotate 
in place. Its structure is simple, flexible control movement, and the indoor or outdoor environment 
can meet the requirements of operation. The AGV is designed with an encoder to calculate the 
operating angle of the trailer against the AGV body and the towing device is used to install ground 
penetrating radar, which can be installed as required for a variety of ground penetrating radars 
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(structural dimensions of replaceable towing).Finally, the computational analysis of the kinematic 
models of the four-wheel drive AGV and the AGV with towing device proves that the four-wheel 
drive AGV with towing device is feasible. The path tracking of towed AGV robot is simulated by 
MATLAB, and the motion convergence of the robot is good. 
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